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Abstract

The present article aims to identify the major problems English teachers face in the process of working with special educational needs learners in the context of inclusive education in general education schools of the Republic of Kazakhstan. Despite the studies on special methods and pedagogy of inclusive education carried out by the educators, there are still no inclusive education achievement indicators enshrined in law.

The study uses the following general scientific methods: analysis of the current and prior normative legal acts regulating teachers' activities in the field of inclusive education, analysis of scientific and methodological literature on special, general, and inclusive education, synthesis of definitions of inclusive education concepts as well as a survey of English teachers.

The conducted survey demonstrates a range of material, technical, pedagogical, and specific subject-related problems the teachers face in the context of inclusive education. Such problems are determined by the specifics and distinctive characteristics of teaching the English language in inclusive education conditions, as well as the preceding absence of courses on the methods of teaching the English language in inclusive education in the programs of higher educational establishments.

One of the main problems identified by the study was insufficient level of teacher training courses to prepare for teaching within the inclusive education, as well as the lack of appropriate methods on teaching English in an inclusive classroom. Thereunder, current article describes some practical ways of addressing problems defined.
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1. Introduction

The country’s leadership has repeatedly urged the necessity to provide students in the Republic of Kazakhstan with access to quality education. In particular, the President of Kazakhstan Kassym-Jomart Tokayev in his Address to the Nation of September 1, 2020, states that children should receive quality education, regardless of their residential place and language of instruction (Address to the Nation by the President of Kazakhstan, 2020). The inclusive education, which has been one of the most important directions in the development of education and educational reforms of the Republic of Kazakhstan since 2008, is aimed to solve the problem of an access to quality education for all students.

In international practice, the term “inclusion” was first introduced at the UNESCO conference in 1994, which was held in the city of Salamanca. The conference resulted in the adoption of “The Salamanca Statement”, which stated that “people with special educational needs should have access to learning in regular schools, which, in turn, must provide the conditions necessary for them based on pedagogical methods primarily oriented on children with the goal of meeting their needs” (UNESCO, Ministry of Education..., 1994).

It was only in 2018 that inclusive education was enshrined in the Law “On education” of the Republic of Kazakhstan (Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 2018). In particular, this law states that “the core task of inclusive education is to provide all learners with an equal access to education, irrespective of their special educational needs and individual capabilities” (Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 2007).

The State Program for the Development of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan for 2016−2019, approved by the Government Decree (Decree of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 2018), defined the categories of students for whom the inclusive education needed to be implemented. This Program is the organizational basis for implementing the Public Policy of the Republic of Kazakhstan in the field of education. Programs for the Development of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan are a package of policies in the education system.

Thus, the current State Program for the Development of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan for 2020−2025 avoiding duplicating previously defined categories of learners in need of inclusive education, notes only percentage of educational institutions having created conditions for inclusive education, as well as the activities aimed at developing inclusive education practice (Decree of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 2019).

Despite the clear tasks set towards the inclusive education development in Kazakhstan, there is still a number of problems impeding its successful implementation. When implementing the principles of participation, development of abilities and preservation of identity in practice, there arise difficulties due to a lack of a common understanding what the inclusive education is.

In addition, the main obstacle in ensuring access to quality education for students with special educational needs may be, first of all, in identifying persons having special educational needs and how to meet these needs. Hence, it is also important to identify locally the main factors that can influence an access to quality education for all students, regardless of their educational needs.

To define students’ qualitative characteristic being needed of implementing inclusive education principles, it is primarily necessary to determine what inclusive education is in essence and what way it differs from traditional segregated education on the one hand, and from special education on the other.

Several scientists, e.g. D.Z. Akhmetova (Akhmetova, 2013), define inclusive education as joint learning (upbringing) including the organization of joint educational lessons, leisure activities, and different types of additional education for learners with and without disabilities, with which R.N. Zhavoronkov disagrees (Zhavoronkov, 2011). Still, the need to meet special educational needs remains out of focus, which, according to the Salamanca Statement, is an important component of inclusive education.

F. Bryer and W. Beamish (Bryer, Beamish, 2019) define inclusive education as a multifaceted practice which encourages diversity and differences caused by family conditions, social class, sex, language, social and economic past, cultural origin, or capabilities in its system of values and beliefs and is founded based on human rights and social justice.

The concept “special educational needs” has no universal definition yet. In the legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan the concepts “disabled students” and “students with special educational needs” are synonymous. However, the concepts “disabilities” and “special educational needs” must
be distinguished, since the meanings of words in each concept demonstrate that the concept “special educational needs” is broader. In particular, I.V. Vozniak (Vozniak, 2017) believes that inclusive education should be implemented for all students needed in support.

E. Dimitrellou, J. Hurry, and D. Male (Dimitrellou et al., 2018) in their research use the concept “pupils with special educational needs and disabilities” (SEND). This definition is much broader since it expands the concept of special educational needs to an indefinite range of persons, not exclusively limited to students with disabilities.

In addition, we disapprove (Zhetpisbayeva, Shalbayeva, 2019) the fact that talented and gifted learners are excluded from the list of people with special educational needs at the legislative level. We are more inclined towards the position of individual researchers. For instance, A.I. Savenkov (Savenkov, 2018) and M.M. Chris (Smith, 2006) who argue that both children with mental retardation and gifted and talented children, children with musculoskeletal system disorders and children fond of sports and having higher sports performance than most students, repatriated children and children living in settlements with no schools have special educational needs.

Exclusion of gifted children from the category of learners with special educational needs can be explained by the fact that while the problem of teaching children with disabilities has been sufficiently studied, the issues of identifying and teaching gifted children remain underresearched. V.N. Bogoialevskaia (Baiborodova et al., 2018) indicates that a universal scientifically grounded concept of giftedness is still lacking.

D. Mitchell (Mitchell, 2011) identifies various factors as the reasons for special educational needs in children, namely sensory, physical, intellectual, and emotional factors. L.T. Hilt (Hilt, 2017) also believes that children with language difficulties (in the conditions of Kazakhstan – immigrants and repatriates) have special educational needs as well and can be excluded from the educational process due to their distinctive characteristics which later causes difficulties in achieving progress following school curriculum. Therefore, special educational needs are not limited to the needs of disabled children. In addition, it becomes necessary to adapt the existing school curriculum to the special educational needs of students for achieving the necessary minimum educational content.

We believe that all the above-mentioned categories of children require inclusive education that would provide them with equal access to education regardless of their specific characteristics, allow them to preserve their individuality and develop their capabilities. The inclusion of only children with disabilities in inclusive education cannot be limited. Not only scientists from Kazakhstan, as well as the CIS countries have difficulties in defining which students should get inclusive education but, for example, scientists from Sweden as well (Magnússon, 2020: 28).

Inclusion currently presents more than eliminating of the barrier in access to education and improving the participation of learners with special educational needs in the educational process (Traxler, 2016) and, according to E.A. Ekzhanova and E.V. Reznik (Ekzhanova, Reznikova, 2008), calls for changes in the general education environment and providing support services accounting for the psychophysical capabilities of a child with special educational needs.

Several researchers substitute the concept of inclusive education with integrated education, which is fundamentally wrong (Sigal, 2016). For instance, Akhmetova (Akhmetova, 2013) defines inclusive education and integrated education as synonymous concepts without demarcating them. Unlike inclusive education, integrated education involves the inclusion of a child with special educational needs in a general education environment with no significant alterations being made to it: long-term and middle-term planning is not changed or slightly adjusted, the classroom (or the school) is not always equipped in accordance with the individual needs of children. Although both types of education present the optimal ways of teaching children with special educational needs in general education schools (Zhetpisbayeva, Asylbek, 2016), using these concepts as synonymous is prevented by the differences in approaches to each of them.

M. Ainscow, R. Slee, and M. Best (Ainscow et al., 2019) argue that inclusive education as a philosophical movement calls for changes in values and way of thinking in leaders of various levels and specialists who present an integral part of inclusive education to create an understanding that will form the conditions necessary for inclusion by changing the educational environment of schools and classrooms. In addition, the empirical research studied by M. Pozas, V. Letzel, and Ch. Schneider (Pozas et al., 2020: 224) shows high efficiency of a differentiated approach, which also does not align with the Salamanca Statement Principles.
The study of literature references has allowed to determine that when defining the concept “inclusive class” we are talking about creating the learning environment in the classroom, thereby meeting special educational needs of all students (Opitz et al., 2020; Lundqvist, Larsdotter Bodin, 2018). V.A. Yasin interprets the “learning environment” as the child’s interaction with everyone and everything surrounding him. This also includes the assistance of an educational psychologist or special-needs expert, which are needed by a part of students with special educational needs. Moreover, according to a number of scientists, the creation of a barrier-free learning environment by special needs student himself is important as well (Hewett et al., 2020: 759; Bloom et al., 2020b: 171). This kind of all students’ inclusion contributes to a high efficiency of inclusive education implementation (De Leeuw et al., 2020: 1194).

L. Palla (Palla, 2019), A. Bloom, S. Critten, H. Johnson, C. Wood (Bloom et al., 2020a), L.M. Olssona, S. Bengtsson, M. Granlund, K. Huush, E. Elgmark Andersson and I. Kåreholt (Olssona et al., 2020) in addition to teachers, experts and children themselves, consider it necessary to include parents in the inclusive education process. The researchers may be included as well (Korsgaard et al., 2020: 509). While Billington T. (Billington, 2017) thinks neuroscientists may also be included in the inclusive learning, but he notes that in this case, there is a risk of overestimating what is normal and what is not. In other words, the learning environment includes school community, involving unlimited number of specialists.

Therefore, we can define inclusive education as providing special needs students with an access to general education schools by creating material, technical and pedagogical conditions for them, based on special teaching methods which targeted at meeting the educational needs of such students, as well as ensuring training based on adapted to special educational needs programs by using an individual approach and a sometime segregated learning when co-teaching fails meeting individual special educational needs.

Based on what we stated above, we can conclude that scientists have not yet reached a universal understanding of the essence of inclusive education. In turn, the lack of a clearly formulated conceptual apparatus in this subject area entails difficulties in implementing inclusive education (Alzahrani, 2020: 71). There is also a risk of inclusive education being implemented in a fashion not following the requirements posed by legislators to quality accessible education. The indicated difficulties were identified in the process of surveying teachers from general education schools the results of which are presented below.

As we have noted earlier, providing all students with quality education, regardless of their educational needs is one of the strategic concerns identified by the country’s government. Taking into account the fact that the inclusive education was legislatively enacted in the education system of the Republic of Kazakhstan fairly recently, there is a number of difficulties school community faces in its implementation process.

In particular, these problems are characterized by the insufficient qualification of teachers working in the conditions of inclusion which leads to the rejection and misunderstanding of inclusive education; the connection between an educational institution and parents being broken leaving parents as the participants of the educational process outside of inclusive education; the lack of consideration for age-related and physiological characteristics of individual students which call for a special approach; teachers lacking the knowledge of special methods of teaching the subject to children with special educational needs; shortage or even lack of scientific and methodological literature meeting the requirements of modern trends of inclusive education and examining various aspects of teaching children in inclusive classrooms (Abildina et al., 2018). The State Program for the Development of Education and Science for 2020–2025 of the Republic of Kazakhstan states that only 60 % of all domestic schools have created conditions for the implementation of inclusive education. However, the document does not specify what is meant by “conditions for inclusive education”. We can assume that they are understood as material and technical conditions, but not psychological and pedagogical. Most likely, the definition “conditions for inclusive education” was given in previous State Program for the Development of Education and Science for 2016–2019.

According to the above-mentioned State Program for the Development of Education and Science for 2020–2025, in December 2020, it was planned to develop competence requirements for teachers working within the inclusive education (special education teachers, subject teachers,
assistant teachers, etc.) (Decree of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 2019). Thus, it is currently difficult to talk about any indicators that define an inclusive class teacher.

2. Materials and methods
   Research design
   Since the development of inclusive education in Kazakhstan, there are currently no pedagogical university graduates being proficient in teaching subjects on methodology and psychology within the inclusive education. Therefore, refresher courses are the only available way to provide schools with skilled personnel who know teaching methods in an inclusive classroom.

   The goal of our study was to identify teacher satisfaction with refresher courses on teaching within the inclusive education. It should be noted that, as indicated by M. Nind and S. Lewthwaite (Nind, Lewthwaite, 2018), the methods for studying inclusive pedagogics are developed poorly at present.

   We have not found any questionnaires designed to assess the understanding of the essence and principles of inclusive education, i.e. the questionnaire was developed taking into account the definitions used in laws and regulations as well as studies, a review of which was presented earlier in this article. Moreover, the analysis of survey results accounted for the experience of M. Grosche and T. Lüke (Lüke, Grosche, 2017) indicating that survey data may contain socially desirable answers distorting the overall results.

   Aside from general scientific methods of analysis of scientific and methodological literature, scientific articles devoted to the studies on the problem of inclusive education in the Republic of Kazakhstan, the Russian Federation, and other specific countries and the analysis of the published normative legal legislative acts and by-laws aimed at regulating the implementation of inclusive education, we deployed the method of synthesis to identify the best conditions allowing to meet students’ special educational needs using various methods of traditional and special pedagogics.

   Research participants
   However, along with the analysis of existing scientific and methodological literature, the study calls for a survey of teachers working in inclusive or special correctional classrooms to identify the problems arising in the process of implementing inclusive education, as well as for a survey of teachers not working in such classrooms but have or have not completed refresher courses on inclusive education to identify the level of their understanding of the problems of working in the conditions of inclusive education.

   The survey was conducted during the 2019–2020 academic year. The study sampling principle was as follows: the survey required the teachers’ participation from urban and rural schools. The survey should have been attended by teachers working in inclusive classrooms and those working in non-inclusive general education classrooms and special correctional classrooms. Overall, the study involved 70 teachers from the city of Karaganda and the village of Ushtobe, 68 of whom were female and 2 were male.

   We have chosen English teachers in general education schools for our survey primarily due to the fact that the school is one of the largest and deeply advanced educational organizations in the implementation of inclusive education. Teachers were selected in one subject, as it is the field study that allows clearly seeing the process of implementing inclusive education, as well as the joint work of all participants in the educational process, who directly create the learning environment of an inclusive class.

   Research progress
   Thus, we developed and conducted a survey for English teachers from ten general education schools of the city of Karaganda, including the Ushtobe village school. One of Karaganda schools was experimental, since it has implemented the inclusive education on a trial basis the year before a similar process began in other schools in the country. We included the above-mentioned school in the survey due to its special status as an experimental school.

   The survey composed questions on the effectiveness of courses on inclusive education and the implementation of the knowledge acquired in such courses, the knowledge of the foundations and provisions of inclusive education, and identification of methodological problems and problems
with material and technical equipment of English language classrooms for the implementation of inclusive education for an individual English teacher and the school as a whole.

**Statistical analysis**

The descriptive statistics methods were used for empiric evidence, including frequency distribution and the Chi-square test to establish statistical relationship between categorical data. This method allows to assess the significance of differences between the number of observations actually identified as a result of the study falling into each category, as well as the theoretical number that can be expected in groups under study when confirming the research hypothesis.

The null hypothesis states that two variables are considered mutually independent if the observed frequencies in the cells coincide with the expected frequencies. If the observed and expected frequencies are statistically different, then the null hypothesis is rejected and an alternative hypothesis is accepted, which holds that the two variables are interdependent.

It means that this method provides an opportunity to assess the statistical significance of differences between two or more relative indices, thereby proving or falsifying the original hypothesis. The Chi-square value test and p-levels are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Values calculated via IBM SPSS 27.0.0.0 statistical software.

The results obtained were analysed and interpreted from teachers’ satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the knowledge gained during refresher courses, as well as knowledge and understanding of the inclusive education theoretical framework and teaching methods within the inclusive education.

**3. Results**

Table 1 shows the Chi-square test results, which indicate teachers’ knowledge of working within the inclusive education, i.e. working in a general education non-inclusive classroom at a level Chi-square = 6,144 and p = 0,013; a general education inclusive classroom at a level Chi-square = 12,854 and p < 0,001; and a general education special classroom at a level Chi-square = 0,584 and p = 0,445 accordingly.

Table 1. Chi-square value test for distributing the surveyed teachers working in general education non-inclusive, inclusive and special classrooms, who either passed or did not take any courses on inclusive education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contingency table</th>
<th>Working in a general education non-inclusive classroom</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>no</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taking cross-curriculum courses on inclusive education</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>81,8%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18,2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>98,3%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>95,7%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4,3%</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chi-square = 6,144; p = 0,013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contingency table</th>
<th>Working in a general education inclusive classroom</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>no</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taking cross-curriculum courses on inclusive education</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>54,5%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>45,5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10,2%</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>89,8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17,1%</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>82,9%</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chi-square = 12,854; p < 0,001
As can be seen from the given Table 1, 67 teachers (95,7 %) worked in a general education non-inclusive classroom, where 9 of them (81,8 %) completed cross-curriculum courses on inclusive education, compared to 58 (98,3 %), who did not. 12 teachers (17,1 %) worked in a general education inclusive classroom, where 6 teachers (54,5 %) completed cross-curriculum courses on inclusive education, whereas 6 of them (10,2 %) did not. As for the teachers working in a general education special classroom, then their number comes up to 3 (4,3 %), where none of teachers (0,0 %) passed any cross-curriculum courses on inclusive education.

The above-mentioned demonstrates that there is a theoretical possibility to provide all students with high-quality education regardless of their educational needs. However, as our study has demonstrated, a range of difficulties arise in the practical implementation of inclusive education principles at the English language lessons due to incorrect understanding of said principles.

![Fig. 1. The number of teachers who answered the question on what inclusive education is correctly or incorrectly](image)
The results of the conducted study demonstrate that less than half of teachers currently working in inclusive and special correctional classrooms (6 out of 15) have completed courses on inclusive education but do not have a general idea of how to work on an inclusive education program and what special needs children in inclusive classrooms may have. In the meantime, the nine teachers who have completed such courses do not work in inclusive or special correctional classrooms. It is hard to determine what the process of selecting teachers to refer to inclusive education courses is determined by considering that 45.5% of such teachers do not receive teaching load in inclusive classrooms.

Out of all teachers surveyed, 14 respondents found it difficult to answer the question of what inclusive education is. A complete definition of inclusive education was provided by 32 teachers out of 70. Six of these teachers were working in inclusive classrooms. A partially correct definition was provided by 18 teachers, two of whom were teaching English in inclusive classrooms. Six respondents provided inaccurate definitions of inclusive education. None of them were working in inclusive classrooms, yet two of them claimed they were familiar with the experience of organizing inclusive education.

It must be noted that 31 of all correct answers were quite apparently copied from internet sources, for instance, inclusive education was defined as education accessible for all, which involves children being included in a universal educational environment regardless of their special needs. However, such an understanding of inclusive education is one-sided and corresponds to integrated education.

Partially correct answers were provided by teachers themselves, which demonstrates that they attempt to form their own understanding of inclusive education and does not contradict the Salamanca Statement, which, according to Magnússon G. (Magnússon, 2019: 680), allows various interpretations of the concept “inclusive education”. In particular, as previously noted, it can be defined as including all children in the general education system or meeting the special educational needs of such students.

The following answers were interpreted by us as incorrect: “Inclusive education is separate work with children in inclusive classrooms”, “Inclusive education is learning that takes place in the conditions of deviant behavior of a child if a healthy child has certain special characteristics”, “Inclusive education is the education of children with disabilities”, “Inclusive education is teaching children who have problems with health or deviant behavior in a separate classroom”. Since all teachers including those who have completed special courses do not have a complete understanding of the principles of inclusive education and inclusive education itself, such a small number of respondents who were satisfied with the quality of knowledge provided in special courses is not surprising.

The next question concerned the categories of children covered by inclusive education. Teachers were asked to choose such multiple answer options as “children with health problems, deviant behavior, low social-economic and social-psychological status, children from families of migrants and refugees, repatriated children, and children living in settlements with no schools”.

The correct answer to the indicated question included marking all answer options since all of them indicated the categories of children covered by inclusive education. However, none of the teachers answered the question correctly. Two teachers only excluded the category of children living in settlements with no schools from their answers. One more teacher also excluded children with low social and economic status from their answer in addition to the category mentioned earlier. Another teacher marked all answer options except for the categories of children living in settlements with no schools and children with deviant behavior.

The following categories of children were noted by teachers as the ones that present difficulty in joint learning: “children with specific intellectual characteristics”, “inclusive”, “socially neglected”, “underdeveloped”, “children with speech disorders”, “children with deviant behavior”, “children with intellectual disorders”. Along with these categories, teachers also listed “children older than 14 years old”, “students of 8th and 9th grades”, “first-grade students”, and “emotional children”. The problem discovered in the course of the survey demonstrates not only that a part of teachers is not ready to work with children taking into account their age-related, psychophysical, and social characteristics but also that teachers are not aware of what categories of students actually present students with special educational needs. While teaching children with special
educational needs indeed requires special training, age-related characteristics of children are included in the courses of general psychology and pedagogics.

**Table 2.** Chi-square value test for being satisfied with knowledge obtained at refresher courses on inclusive education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satisfaction with knowledge obtained at refresher courses on inclusive education</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>no</th>
<th>found it difficult to answer</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taking cross-curriculum courses on inclusive education</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>18,2 %</td>
<td>63,6 %</td>
<td>18,2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>15,3 %</td>
<td>22,0 %</td>
<td>62,7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>15,7 %</td>
<td>28,6 %</td>
<td>55,7 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chi-square = 8,967; p = 0,011

However, the category of emotional children may refer to children with behavioral disorders. While work with physical disabilities children typically does not cause teachers any difficulties, according to E. Bešić, L. Paleczek, P. Rossmann, M. Krammer, B. Gasteiger-Klicpera ([Bešić et al., 2020](#)), the inclusion of children with behavioral disorders causes concern among teachers. The inclusion of emotional or behavioral disorders’ children can also affect general physical and mental state as well as success of such learners ([Metzner et al., 2020: 231](#)).

Eight of the surveyed teachers were satisfied with the knowledge provided in refresher courses on inclusive education. All of them worked in non-inclusive general education classrooms. Only two of them have completed interdisciplinary refresher courses. Out of the 37 teachers unsatisfied with the quality of provided knowledge, seven have completed refresher courses on inclusive education and 9 were working in inclusive classrooms. Only two out of 25 teachers who found this question difficult to answer have completed refresher courses.

![Fig. 2. Distribution of answers to the question “What knowledge necessary for teaching in an inclusive class do you lack?”](image-url)
Therefore, only two out of 11 teachers who have completed refresher courses on inclusive education were satisfied with the quality of knowledge obtained in them. However, they were all unable to put the acquired knowledge into practice since none of them worked in inclusive or special correctional classrooms.

Nine of the survey respondents reported lacking methodological knowledge necessary for teaching in an inclusive classroom. Three of them were working in such classrooms. Four teachers did not possess enough methodological knowledge and knowledge of specific psychological characteristics of children in inclusive classrooms. Nine teachers reported not having enough knowledge of specific psychological characteristics of children in inclusive classrooms, one of them being an inclusive classroom teacher.

Eighteen respondents lacked the knowledge of the psychology of teaching English in inclusive classrooms with one of them working in such a classroom. Eight teachers out of the survey sample noted having sufficient knowledge in all spheres mentioned in the question. One of them was working in an inclusive classroom. The knowledge of distinctive psychological characteristics of children and the psychology of teaching English in inclusive classrooms was reported to be insufficient by 14 teachers half of whom worked in inclusive and special correctional classrooms.

One respondent reported not having sufficient knowledge in the methodology of inclusive education and planning. Such an answer indicates that it is methodological knowledge the teacher lacks.

One more teacher working in an inclusive classroom noted not having sufficient methodological knowledge and collections of assignments for children in inclusive classrooms. Therefore, the provided answer concerns the lack of methodological knowledge on organizing English lessons in a way that would involve children with special educational needs in the educational process to the same degree as other students and allow them to complete the same assigned tasks at their own level or with the help of assisting tables and other materials.

Thus, the continuing education courses that are currently being conducted do not meet teachers’ need in knowledge necessary for the organization of educational process in the conditions of inclusive education. Meanwhile, the regulatory documents of the Republic do not specify the requirements for teachers of inclusive schools.

Approximate requirements can be found in various scientific works on this topic. In particular, L.A. Shkutina, A.R. Rymhanova, N.V. Mirza, G.S. Ashimhanova, G.K. Alshynbekova, (Shkutina et al., 2017) indicate friendliness to children with special educational needs, knowledge of changes in inclusive education trends, knowledge of the individual characteristics of a child’s psychophysical development; knowledge of special methods of teaching a subject in an inclusive learning environment, adaptation of a typical curriculum to special educational needs.

I.S. Horn, B. Garner, B.D. Kane, J. Brasil (Horn et al., 2016) and U.A. Satybaldiyeva (Satybaldiyeva, 2017) believe that such a teacher also has to be able to work in collaboration with other specialists (special education teachers, psychologists, speech therapists, etc.) providing psychological and pedagogical assistance to children with special educational needs and their parents. It should be noted that the list of specialists whose collaborative work has a positive impact on teachers’ mutual professional training is individual for every child with special educational needs.

Nevertheless, such requirements are impossible to meet in the present conditions identified in our study without fundamental changes in the approach to the organization and implementation of inclusive education.

The surveyed teachers indicate the lack of methodological knowledge and the knowledge of specific characteristics of learners of inclusive classrooms. This presents a serious flaw that needs to be addressed since, as E.L. Indenbaum (Indenbaum, 2013) indicates, the organization of inclusive education requires supplementing standard teaching methods with the elements of special correctional education methods. Even though some authors like A.Iu. Shemanov and E.V. Samsonova (Shemanov, Samsonova, 2019), Jonathan Rix (Rix, 2020) and Roger Slee (Slee, 2019) argue that it contradicts the major politics of UNESCO (UNESCO, 2013) since it only generates more sophisticated forms of separate education in the framework of a general education institution.

It is difficult to determine whether an educational environment adapted to the individual needs of learners exists in schools. Forty-six respondents out of the whole sample believe that their
classroom is not equipped for inclusive education of children, three of them found it difficult to answer what specific equipment they need for the organization of inclusive education. Ten survey respondents reported their classroom being ready for teaching in the conditions of inclusive education yet only three of them left the question on what their classroom lacks unanswered. None of these respondents worked in inclusive or special correctional classrooms.

A significant range of problems in creating an inclusive educational environment is found at the school level as well. Twenty-five of all survey respondents indicated that schools lack modern material and technical equipment for the organization of inclusive education while 28 teachers noted the lack of modern program and methodological equipment. The lack of special education teachers and psychologists was indicated by 33 surveyed teachers. The insufficient improvement of the system of advanced training for teachers to work in inclusive education conditions was indicated by 30 respondents. Twenty-six more teachers reported that schools lack the development of programs for learners of general education schools and their parents to overcome negative attitudes towards inclusive education. Three respondents found it difficult to answer this question.

Of all surveyed teachers, only four noted being ready to work in inclusive classrooms since they had adequate training in psychology and possessed the necessary amount of pedagogical knowledge. All four of them worked in inclusive classrooms but none completed refresher courses in inclusive education. However, it should be noted that all of these respondents previously reported lacking methodological knowledge on teaching English in the conditions of inclusion. Therefore, the complete readiness reported by teachers should not be accepted as corresponding to reality.

However, according to Susanne Schwab, Ghaleb H. Alnahdi (Schwab, Alnahdi, 2020: 321), C. Breyer, K. Wilfling, C. Leitenbauer and B. Gasteiger-Klicpera (Breyer et al., 2020), M. Krischler, J.J.W. Powell and I.M. Pit-Ten Cate (Krischler et al., 2019) opinion, teachers’ positive attitude towards inclusive education and belief in high self-efficiency lead to a wider use of inclusive teaching methods. This indicates that education teacher performance in a classroom with special needs students will be high if they are trained properly from methodological viewpoint.

Five of all survey respondents noted having adequate professional skills but not being psychologically ready for such work. Twenty-six teachers noted the opposite, i.e. being psychologically ready but lacking certain necessary professional skills. Four of those teachers have completed inclusive education courses and two were working in inclusive classrooms.

No teachers reported their school having methodological literature covering the principles of working with special needs children.

4. Conclusion

We reached the goal of our study and found that using statistical analysis tool, such as the Chi-square test, showed a range of problems currently existing in teaching the English language within the inclusive education. In particular, these problems include English teachers’ insufficient knowledge of the general principles of teaching in an inclusive classroom; low coverage of teachers with cross-curriculum and subject-specific refresher courses on inclusive education, the knowledge obtained in such courses being insufficient; the lack of teachers’ knowledge of the methods and psychology of teaching the English language in inclusive classrooms determined by a low coverage at refresher courses and the lack of special methodological literature; poor material and technical equipment of classrooms for children with special educational needs.

Based on the obtained survey results and the conducted analysis of scientific and methodological literature and publications, we can conclude that the access to quality education within the inclusive education calls for:

- developing the program of courses on teaching the English language in the conditions of inclusive education explaining the principles of designing and adjusting long-term, middle-term, and short-term plans accounting for the educational needs of all categories of students with special educational needs learning in each specific class;
- making adjustments to teacher’s books for English language textbooks in accordance with the renewed education conditions providing recommendations on organizing the process of teaching students with special educational needs, indicating the characteristics of each category of such students, and citing various special and universal methods and techniques;
- tracking the results of teachers’ learning in said refresher courses with mandatory methodological support from the authors of the course by visiting and analyzing the conducted
lessons, testing the obtained knowledge, and analyzing the achievements of both the students with special educational needs and normally developing students;

- developing methodic recommendations (a special method of teaching) on teaching the English language in the conditions of inclusive education accounting for the special educational needs of each child.
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